Even rats may dream in pictures, study finds
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ReÂ-searchÂ-ers have reÂ-ported what they say is some of the strongÂ-est evÂ-iÂ-dence to date that
anÂ-iÂ-mals, like huÂ-mans, have dreams with imÂ-ages.MatÂ-thew A. WilÂ-son and DaoÂ-yun Ji of the
MasÂ-saÂ-chuÂ-setts InÂ-stiÂ-tute of TechÂ-nolÂ-oÂ-gy in CamÂ-bridge, Mass., exÂ-amÂ-ined what
hapÂ-pens in ratsâ€™ brains as they â€œdreamâ€• about mazes they ran while awake.

A "dreaming" rat. (Courtesy MIT)In a preÂ-vious stuÂ-dy five years ago, WilÂ-son found that rat brain
cells reÂ-played some of the same acÂ-tivÂ-iÂ-ty patÂ-terns in sleep as they did while runÂ-ning a maze.
The sciÂ-enÂ-tists reaÂ-soned that this might reÂ-flect dreamÂ-ing about the maze.But at that time, the
reÂ-searchÂ-ers couldÂ-nâ€™t say whethÂ-er imÂ-ages acÂ-comÂ-paÂ-nied the reÂ-plays. This is because
the reÂ-enÂ-actÂ-ments were found to occur in the brainâ€™s memÂ-oÂ-ry cenÂ-ter, the
hipÂ-poÂ-camÂ-pus, not in specifÂ-iÂ-cally visÂ-uÂ-al arÂ-eas of the brain.In a new exÂ-perÂ-iÂ-ment,
WilÂ-son and Ji recorded brain acÂ-tivÂ-iÂ-ty siÂ-mulÂ-taÂ-neÂ-ousÂ-ly in the hipÂ-poÂ-camÂ-pus and
the visÂ-uÂ-al corÂ-tex, a key viÂ-sion cenÂ-ter of the brain. They found what they deÂ-scribed as strong
evÂ-iÂ-dence that the reÂ-played meÂ-mÂ-oÂ-ries did conÂ-tain picÂ-tures.â€œThis work brings us
closÂ-er to an unÂ-derÂ-standÂ-ing of the naÂ-ture of anÂ-iÂ-mal dreams and gives us imÂ-porÂ-tant clues
as to the role of sleep in proÂ-cessÂ-ing memÂ-oÂ-ries of our past exÂ-peÂ-riÂ-ences,â€• WilÂ-son
said.EvÂ-iÂ-dence that anÂ-iÂ-mals dream, even vivÂ-idÂ-ly, is not a new pheÂ-noÂ-meÂ-non. Cats with
cerÂ-tain types of brain daÂ-mage chase imÂ-agÂ-iÂ-nary mice durÂ-ing the sleep stage
asÂ-soÂ-ciÂ-atÂ-ed with dreamÂ-ing in huÂ-mans, called rapÂ-id eye moveÂ-ment sleep.
Wilson
reÂ-cords the elecÂ-triÂ-cal sigÂ-nalÂ-ing of inÂ-diÂ-vidÂ-uÂ-al brain cells to comÂ-pare their
acÂ-tivÂ-iÂ-ty in sleepÂ-ing and wakÂ-ing. He also inÂ-vestÂ-iÂ-gates how this actÂ-iÂ-viÂ-ty may help
ceÂ-ment meÂ-mÂ-oÂ-ries in place, as dreams are theorÂ-ized to do. The new work shows that the brain
reÂ-plays memÂ-oÂ-ries in two places at onÂ-ceâ€”in the visÂ-uÂ-al corÂ-tex and hipÂ-poÂ-camÂ-pus, he
said.These acÂ-tivÂ-iÂ-ties â€œmay conÂ-tribÂ-ute to or reÂ-flect the reÂ-sult of the memÂ-oÂ-ry
conÂ-solÂ-iÂ-daÂ-tion proÂ-cess,â€• WilÂ-son and Ji wrote in the stuÂ-dy. It apÂ-peared in the Dec. 17
adÂ-vance onÂ-line ediÂ-tion of the reÂ-search jourÂ-nal NaÂ-ture NeuÂ-roÂ-science.
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